
ight of “ ”
*
,

†

Hosseini’s

a

The 

Fairclough’s (1989, 1995, 2018) critical 

Taliban’s 

to the readers’ minds.

the other ethnic groups’ ethnicism raise 

a q producer’s realistic and unbiased depiction

practices. However, ‘racism’ or ‘racist 

discrimination’ is interchangeably used for ‘ethnicism’ ‘ethnic

discrimination’ in this study because van Dijk argues that “many forms 

on ‘racial’ 

be ‘ethnicism’” (2005, p. 2). 

and economic dimensions. He also argues that ‘ethnicism’ would be a 

*

†
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for ‘racism’ because many forms of contemporary 

, rather than on ‘racial’ 

n Dijk, “racism is based 

differences of ethnicity, appearance, origin, culture and/or language” 

.

ussed ‘racism’ in various 

–

numerous “ways in 

her’s 

ation of the other’s religious, 

identity.”

The concept of ‘racism’ has been extensively elaborated in a 

‘racism’ primarily with people’s 

,

focus on cultural differences, rather than ‘racial ‘differences

“new racism” (denial of racism through various strategies 
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. –

,

nd 

racists’ 

“traits are 

ancestors”

different “doctrines

– mental, traits” 

2001,

tes’ belief that the blacks are 

p

e whites’ desire to keep social 

the blacks. Moreover, the “blacks were perceived in 

go lucky, ignorant, and musical” 

race’s cultural heritage over another race’s cultural 
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which social inequalities in the larger “so

factors attributed to those who are seen as a different ‘race’ or ‘ethnic

group’” (Essed, 1991, cited in Reisigl&Wodak, 2001, p. 6). Miles (1993) 

of ‘race’ as 

the former’s exclusion and domination and the latter’s resistance to that

descent who are attributed by “specific collective, 

invariable” 

and that “are primarily related to biological

” (

manifested “through discursive patterns of 

resentation” (1992, p. 3). They

simply a “matter of linguistic practice,” and that enquiries of “racism 

divisions” 

(2005) elaborates ‘racism’ or ‘racist discrimination’ as 

‘socio cognitive’ dimension when the

(‘Us’) and other (‘Them’ when “our good things tend to 

–

good

gs ignored” (van Dijk, 2005, 

central to Butler’s works. For 

Foucault, ‘subjection’ implies that “individuals are 

lations” (Allen, 2009, 

–
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ch 

Norman Fairclough‘s (1989, 1995,

cognitive aspects of members’ 

, 

. 

and n

narrator’s p

“But you have to read books they don’t g out in school,” Assef said. 

“I I’m 

it with our new president. Do you know what it is?”

He’d tell me anyway; Assef always 

to Hassan.“Afghanista

They dirty our blood.” 

“Afghan

That’s my vision.” 

“Too late for Hitler,” he said. 

“But not for us.” 

“I’ll ask the president to do what the king didn’t have the 

do. Hazaras.”“Just let us go, 

Assef,” I said, hating “We’re not bothering 

you.” “Oh, you’re bothering me,” Assef said.

knu “You’

ith him, let him touch you?” he 
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“How can you call him your ‘friend’?” e’s not my friend! 

He’s my servant! Of course I hadn’t. I 

hadn’t. 

Baba’s friends 

kids, didn’t I ever in

“You’re part of 

like you and your father didn’t e’d be rid of 

They’d all just go rot in 

You’re a disgrace t ”(Hosseini, 2003, pp. 38

producer’s discourse on 

,

only. Assef’s v

,

.

Hassan’s Hazara ide

. “But” indicates Assef’s

. 

“vision” 

. 

presented Assef’s

in Assef’s v

“Afghanistan .”

“always” Assef’s

on

, “the tr
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,” 

“Flat .” “We” 

van Dijk’s view that “our good things tend to be emphasized, and our

–

ignored” 

disgustingly voices that Hassan’s people (“His 

people” “pollute” “dirty” “blood.”

“our homeland, our ” 

,

“for 

Pashtuns” “vision.”

“coming out .”

“too late for Hitler,” 

“ ”

“Afghanistan of all Hazaras” –

.

“dirty.” 

, “pollute,” “dirty” 

“blood” , ,

related “to biological and

are seen as a different ‘race’ or ‘ethnic group’” 

“His people” 

the Hassan’s people as “our homeland” 

ly for the Pashtuns’ motherland 

d 

“Oh” 

Assef’s emerging anger. Amir’s heart was “sinking” 

“stainless steel brass knuckles” –

.

.

.
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.

“almost blurted” 

.

Amir’s 

“j .”

with the kids of Baba’s friends as 

.

Assef’s gestures as a source of 

“ .”

“idiots” 

. “rot in 

Hazarajat” .

“a disgrace to Afghanistan” 

.

,

, like Assef’s, the concept of ‘race’ is 

“a legitimizing 

rights” (
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producer’s 

,

es, but by ‘Hazara.’ He used to “Flat Nose” 

“Babalu” 

“motherless Hazara.”

producer’s representation of 

“blue

eyed” 

“the Ear Eater” 

“sociopath” 

less, but the Taliban’s adopted 

v

through Baba’s v “bearded 

idiots” “self righteous monkeys” 

language of the Qur’an, and n

.
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, 18 436. 

Language and power.

______

______

262). London: SAGE 

Racism after ‘race relations.’

p. 95

.

. 


